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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

Death

21- 102863

San Carlos Dr

84 YOA male found unresponsive in bed. No signs of suspicious activity.

Overdose

21-102867

Baker Act

21- 102994
21-102

Kingswood Drive
(Econo Lodge)
Slumber Path

O1 was found unresponsive. Paramedics arrived and administered
NARCAN and O1 regained consciousness.
An adult male was taken into protective custody under a Baker Act.

Kings Colony Court

Two family members from out of state stated they have been trying to
reach MP1 for several days and her phone goes to voicemail. Units
responded to the address and found her car in the parking lot but no one
would come to the door. Units made entry through an unlocked window
and no one was home. Several follow ups were conducted and MP1 was
not located. Debra was entered into NCIC/FCIC as missing.
MP1 returned home and was in good health and was removed from
NCIC/FCIC as missing.

Missing
Person Adult

SUMMARY

Missing
Person Adult
(Follow Up)
Disturbance
Physical
Stolen
VehicleRecovered
(trailer)

21- 102699

Wellington Drive

21-103017

Zebrawoood Court

S1 was placed under arrest for domestic battery.

21- 102931

W SR 100

Physical
Disturbance

21-102958

Satinwood St

Units alerted to a reported stolen trailer on a semi truck. Vehicle located
approaching the North Jiffy in Bunnell. A high risk traffic stop was
conducted and the sole occupant was taken into custody without
incident. Contact made with the reporting agency (Byron PD., GA).
Information was inconsistent and the trailer was towed by rotation
pending further investigation. Male was released from the scene.
Male advised he heard a vehicle speeding on his street and went outside
of his house to the road. The vehicle lost a weedeater and trash can
approximately 100 yards north of his residence. The victim ran to pick up
the equipment and the driver stopped his truck and a verbal altercation
ensued that became physical. Contact attempted at the listed address
for the RO ov the vehicle with negative results.

